(1.1) mo(£/; R) -no(U; P, R) = --f U(P')d<rP.
<rn(R) J Sn(P,R) the spherical mean of U on the sphere S"(P, R), lying entirely in D, with center P and radius R, where an(R) is the surface volume of S"(P, R) and cto> is its volume element. Write pk( U; R) =nk( U; P, R) = (n/Rn)f$tn-1nk-1(U; t)dt for *-l, 2, • • • .
Blaschke [l]2 proved that a necessary and sufficient condition for a continuous function U(P) to be harmonic in D is that (1.2) lim-U(tf ;/>,*)-U(P)} =0 
respectively. That condition (1.3) in Nicolesco's theorem is necessary follows from his own extension [5] of Gauss' theorem. But the condition is no longer a sufficient one even in the case that U belongs to C", that is, that U is continuous together with its first partial derivatives. This can be easily seen from the counter example given below. and in the lower half square -1 < * < 1, -1 < y < 0,
we have only to verify condition (2.1) for -1 < x < 1, y = 0.
Let P = (x, 0) be a point on the above segment and 5>0 be chosen so small that, for 0<R^5,
Then it is easy to see that i riT i r* ¡xo(U; P,R) = -\ (x + R cos 6)2dd H-I (R sin 6)2dd
-I (R sin eyde
and in(U; P, R) = x2 + £2/4 (0 < R g a).
Therefore (2.1) holds throughout in D. But evidently U is not biharmonic in D.
It should be noticed that, in the above example, the relation (2.1) does not hold uniformly on each closed subset of D which contains points of the segment -Kx<l on the x-axis. It was pointed out to me by a referee that the following theorem, a slightly weaker form of Nicolesco's theorem, can be proved:
If U is continuous in a domain D, and if the relation (2.1) holds uniformly on each closed subset of D, then U(P) is biharmonic in D.
The proof which the referee sketched to me is based on the fact that, if a function U belongs to C"", then the relation (2.1) is equivalent to A2t/ = 0. Here A2 is the ordinary iterated Laplace operator.
We shall also mention here that the original proof given by Nicolesco [4] breaks down at the formula (18) on p. 241, since a factor 1/V2p should not be neglected at the left-hand side of this formula. If U(x, y) belongs to C"", then V2U = V2U = A2 U(P).
This can be easily seen in virtue of the following theorem on meanvalues due to Pizzetti [8] (for n = 3, see Pizzetti [7] , and for general
If U(x, y) belongs to C(2m\ then to(U\ P, R) = U(P) + -AU(P) + -A2U(P) +■■■
where P' is a certain point inside the circle S2(P, R). Both the operators V2 and V2 can be considered as generalized iterated Laplace operators. However, for the operator V2, we can extend Blaschke's theorem as follows: The same example given in §2 shows that the hypothesis that U belongs to C" cannot be replaced by a weaker one that U belongs toC.
We need the following lemma:
Lemma. Let U belong to C" in a domain D. If -U(U;Q,R)-
Since U belongs to C", the last member tends to A U(Q) as m-» oo.
Moreover by the mean value theorem we have -{ßo(U; Q, R) -¿7(C)} = AU(Q') > AU(Q) K where Q' is a certain point inside the circle S2(Q, R) and can be made arbitrarily near to Q as ô becomes small. This contradicts the hypothesis that AU(Q) is a maximum.
4. In virtue of the lemma, Theorem 1 can be proved by an argument similar to that in Blaschke [l] (see also Potts [9] ). In fact, let P = (*o, yo) be any point in D, and let S2(P, a) be a circle with center P and radius a, lying entirely in D. Then we have only to show that A2U(x, y) = 0 holds inside S2(P, a). 5. Another characteristic property of polyharmonic functions has been given by Cioranesco [2] . In case p = 2 and » = 2, his theorem is as follows: lim---m{jü\R) = f(x,y).
Thus the second term of (5.4) is again a limit of indétermination. is harmonic, or U(x, y) is biharmonic.
6. The generalized Laplace operator V2 can be defined by (3.1) for any dimension «^2 apart from a constant factor depending on ». Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 obviously hold for the general »-dimensional case. Theorem 1 also can be extended to polyharmonic functions of order p provided that Vp, the generalized pt\i iterated Laplace operator, is properly defined. In this case, U should be supposed of the class C(2p_2), and Theorem 2 can then also be extended to the polyharmonic case.
In case » = 2, the generalized 3rd and 4th iterated Laplace operator should be defined as follows -64ßo(R) + 2W(P)}.
The verification of the validity of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 for w = 2, p = 3 and 4 is then obvious.
It would be desirable to obtain the result that Theorem 1 also holds for the operator V2; such a result would be closer to Blaschke's result than the present Theorem 1. However, the difficulty that occurs in our argument is that the lemma used in the proof of Theorem 1 might be invalid for the operator V2-
